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Abstrat
A method is proposed for the determination of the position and inlination
angles of the plane of a spiral galaxy based on the assumption that every spiral
arm is a monotoni funtion of the radius versus azimuthal angle. This method
may yield more aurate results than the more ommonly employed isophote
method, whih is fraught with various drawbaks. The use of the new method
is illustrated by applying it to a sample of 43 objets, and the results agree well
with data from other soures.
1. INTRODUCTION
The orientation of a galati disk with respet to the line-of-sight is one of the most
important parameters of a spiral galaxy required for studies of its morphology and dynamis.
This orientation is determined by the position angle PA and inlination angle i of the plane
of the disk relative to the plane of the sky. Several methods for determining these angles
are known, some making use of kinemati data and other based on photometry. The latter
ategory inludes the most widely used method for determining the inlination angle i of a
galati plane relative to the plane of the sky  the so-alled isophote method. This method
estimates i from the degree of elongation of the observed elliptial galaxy isophotes, with or
without allowane for the nite thikness of the disk. However, the results obtained with
this method have large unertainties if the brightness distribution in the galaxy deviates
strongly from axial symmetry. In fat, this is the ase in many observed galaxies, due to
the presene of bright spirals, a bar, and/or dust lanes; for isophotes in regions of the disk
at large galatoentri distanes, warping of the disk an also ontribute to deviations from
axial symmetry. The method that we propose here an yield more aurate results in suh
ases.
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All the methods employed assume that the galati disk an be desribed using some
model. Our method for determining the angles PA and i is based on a simple and very
general assumption about the shape of every spiral arm. We assume the spiral arm to be
monotoni; i.e., the radius vetor R of the spiral in the galati plane inreases monotonially
with θ: dR
dθ
> 0. Setion 2 desribes the main features of the method and justies the adopted
assumptions. Setion 3 desribes analytially the apabilities of the method as applied to
logarithmi spirals, whih are simplest in terms of the mathematis involved. Setion 4
ompares the method with other methods and disusses its advantages and disadvantages,
while Setion 5 presents the results of applying the new method to a sample of 43 galaxes
from the Ohio State University Bright Spiral Galaxy Survey. We present the derivation of
all formulae used in the Appendix.
2. IDEA BEHIND THE METHOD
The method we desribe here is based on the intuitively lear assumption that all spiral
arms exept for ring-shaped strutures are monotoni. In other words, the radius inreases
monotonially in the ourse of moving along a spiral from the enter of the galaxy toward
its periphery. Note that this should be true not only for ideal, two-armed (or many-armed)
spirals, but also for branhing spirals. Spirals an be traed using young stars (in B images),
gas (Hα and NII images), or even dust lanes (B, V, and R images). In this ase, the old
stellar population is of little use due to the relatively large width of the orresponding spiral
arms.
The method proposed is not trivial. As is shown in Fig. 1, when a spiral ia a mono-
toni funtion in the plane of the galaxy  i.e., the radius vetor R of the spiral inreases
monotonially with the angle θ  the same spiral may obey a non-monotoni funtion in the
plane of the sky. Suppose that we hoose the enter of the galaxy as our oordinate origin,
plae several points with oordinates ri and ϕi (the radius and azimuth in the plane of the
sky) onto the spiral arm, and alulate for various PA values ranging from 0◦ to 180◦ and i
values ranging from 0◦ to 90◦ orresponding oordinates Ri(ri, ϕi, PA, i) and θi(ri, ϕi, PA, i)
in the deprojeted plane; the values of PA and i for whih the spiral is monotoni (i.e.,
θi(Ri) is monotoni) then give the ranges of possible inlination and position angles for the
given spiral.
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Fig. 1. Shemati demonstrating how the monotoni behavior of the funtions R(θ) and
r(ϕ) diers in the planes of the galaxy and of the sky. Whereas R(θ) is monotoni in the
plane of the galaxy
dR
dθ
> 0 , r(ϕ) may be non-monotoni; i.e., dr
dϕ
may hange its sign. This
is espeially obvious in the ase of small pith angles and large inlination angles i. Note
that we use the polar oordinates R, θ and r, ϕ in the planes of the galaxy and of the sky,
respetively.
3. TESTING THE METHOD
We will rst analyze the apabilities of the method desribed, whih we will refer to as
the monotoni spiral arm (MSA) method. As we pointed out above, this method an be
applied to any spiral. However, to simplify the alulations, we analyze theoretially how it
operates with a logarithmi spiral, θ = p lnR, where p determines the pith angle, dened
as the angle between the tangent line to the spiral urve and a perpendiular to the radius
vetor at the given point. It is easy to show that, given the equation of the urve, the the
tangent of the pith angle is given by
1
R
dR
dθ
= 1
p
. It is obvious that the logarithmi spiral
θ(R) is a monotoni funtion.
Let us rst note that a logarothmi spiral with pith parameter p inlined at an angle
i smaller than i
r
= arctan
q
2(1+
√
1+p2)
p
appear monotoni even in the plane of the sky (see
the Appendix 8.1 for the derivation of this statement). Thus, for a fae-on spiral (i.e., a
spiral lying in the plane of the sky) the method desribed yields the range of inlination
angles between 0 to i
r
. It an easily be shown that, for a spiral inlined by an arbitrary
angle i, our method yields PA
MSA
and i
MSA
values in the intervals [see the Appendix for the
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Fig. 2. Widths of the intervals of PA (left) and i (right) determined using the MSA
method for logarithmi spirals as funtions of the true inlination angle i. The right plot
shows two urves for eah p: ∆i− (the lower urve) and ∆i+ (the upper urve).
derivation of (18) and (25)℄:√
1 +
2
p2
(1−
√
p2 + 1) <
cos i
MSA
cos i
<
√
1 +
2
p2
(1 +
√
p2 + 1), (1)
| sin(PA
MSA
− PA)| < cos i
sin2 i
√√√√2
(√
p2 + 1
p
− 1
)
. (2)
It is obvious that the true i and PA values are loated within these intervals. Figure 2 shows
the widths of the resulting intervals of i
MSA
and PA
MSA
as funtions of i (it is lear that the
PA does not aet the result, sine a hange in PA redues to a simple turn of the entire
system around the line-of-sight).
To apply the method desribed we wrote a ode, whih allows to selet the enter and
indiate points onto spiral arms. The output is a drawing of angles found on PAi diagram.
The program is available upon request (poltorakalsenet.om).
We rst applied our method to a simulated, but realisti galaxy image with logarithmi
spiral arms. We adopted for the dependene of the brightness of points on the galati
oordinates the relation
I(R, θ) = e−R/R0 + Ae−R/R1e
−
„
cos(θ−p lnR)
σ
R
+sR
«2
,
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where A,R0, R1, σ, s, and p are onstants of the model
1
. We then inlined the simulated
galaxy using dierent angles PA and i.
Applying our method to these images demonstrated that:
- the method yields a domain of possible orientation angles for the simulated galaxy that
ontains the true PA and i values;
- ∆i and ∆PA are in exellent agreement with the results of analyti omputations
[formulae 1 and 2℄;
- the MSA method is not very sensitive to the number of points on the arm (we re-
ommend separating the points by at least 10 times the pixel size in order to redue
disretization errors);
- to determine the angles PA and i, it is suient to follow a half-turn of the spiral with
six uniformly spaed points;
- analyzing dierent parts of the same or several arms may improve the auray and
indiate the presene of possible disk warps at the periphery (manifest as a hange in
PA and i);
- the unertainty introdued by inaurate hoie of the enter is usually signiantly
smaller than the derived widths of the angle intervals;
- the MSA methods works well for galaxies with large inlination angles and tightly
wound spirals (i.e., with large p), but is essentially useless for almost fae-on galaxies.
4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
Having desribed the MSA method, we now ompare it with other methods for deter-
mining the orientation angles of galaxies.
1
Here, we put meanings A = 0.7, R0 = R1 = 100, σ = 30, s = 0.001, and p = 2 ÷ 7. The image was
500 × 500 pixels in size and the galati enter was loated at the enter of the image. We inluded the
term
σ
R
to keep the width of the spiral arms approximately onstant, while the term sR slightly broadens
the arms toward the periphery.
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Photometri Methods
• Fitting ellipses to galaxy isophotes.
This method assumes that the galati disk is axially symmetri, and therefore works
well for early-type galaxies or galaxies with low-ontrast spirals. Sine this method is
sensitive to the presene of a bar or spiral struture (see, e.g., Stok (1955)), it an be
applied only to the outer parts of galaxies, where many galaxies have warp and hene
where this method is not very aurate.
• Fitting logarithmi or other forms of spirals to the observed spiral arms.
This method an be applied to galaxies with well-developed spirals, i.e., late-type
galaxies. However, logarithmi spirals do not desribe all spirals well, espeially, sine
the spiral arms in many galaxies branh, and often beome open at the disk periphery.
Like our method, this tehnique impliitly assumes that the spirals are monotoni, but
imposes striter limitations. The rst version of this method was proposed by Danver
(1942).
• Maximizing the axisymmetri omponent of the Fourier expansion.
This method is based on maximizing the zeroth or minimizing the seond oeient of
the azimuthal Fourier expansion of the deprojeted image introdued by the inlination;
i.e., this method likewise assumes that the disk is axisymmetri. It also assumes that
the seond harmoni is only due to the disk inlination, whih, naturally, is not true
when the galaxy has a two-armed spiral pattern. However, as Barbera et al. (2004)
showed for the BAG method desribed in their paper, this method is fairly reliable,
even in the presene of a prominent spiral pattern.
Kinemati Methods
• Approximation of the veloity eld using a model with purely irular ro-
tation.
The only widely used kinemati method for determining the orientation of a galaxy
onsists in tting the two-dimensional observed veloity eld with the veloity eld of
a model with purely irular motions. However, Stok (1955), Fridman et al. (1997),
Lyakhovih et al. (1997), and Fridman et al. (2005) showed that the presene of a bar
or spirals introdues systemati deviations into the derived PA and i values due to
presene of non-irular motions. This method also annot be applied to large galaxy
samples, sine it requires sophistiated measurements with a Fabry-Perot interferom-
eter.
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The Proposed Method
The MSA method an be lassied as a photometri method. However, unlike other
methods, it is based on a visual proessing of the image: the observer must hoose points
on the spiral arm. This approah has its disadvantages: an astronomer with an ative
imagination ould obtain inorret results by hoosing the trae points to be in the regions
of low signal-to-noise ratio. The advantages of the method inlude the fat that it does not
require the image to be prepared for redution (i.e., there is no need to mask foreground
stars, subtrat the sky bakground, et.), that makes this method easy and fast to apply to
large samples. As we mentioned above, our method is most aurate when applied to highly
inlined galaxy disks with well dened tightly wound spiral struture. Note also that, unlike
other methods (exept tting logarithmi spirals to the observed arms), our tehnique makes
use of the shape of the spiral when determining the orientation angles.
5. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO THE OHIO SAMPLE
To test our method on a large sample of real ojets, we applied it to the 43 galaxies
from the State University Bright Spiral Galaxy Survey, and ompared the results with those
reported by Garía-Gómez et al. (2004) and given in the HyperLeda atalog. Our results
agree well with those of Garía-Gómez et al. (2004), obtained using the BAG method. The
agreement with the HyperLeda data is slightly poorer, but this an be explained by the
relatively modest quality of the data in this atalog (the data were adopted from various
soures and are of various qualities; some of the data were adopted from photometri mea-
surements in the RC3 atalog (de Vauouleurs et al. (1991)), et.). Figure 3 ompares our
PA and i values with PABAG and PAHyperLeda, and iBAG and iHyperLeda. Figure 4 shows the
errors obtained using our method as a funtion of the inlination angle i. As expeted, the
widths of the resulting domains depend on the inlination angle, but are smaller than those
alulated in Setion 3. This may be due to the small disk warps involved: we used various
parts of all the spiral arms, and our method yielded the intersetion of the domains for the
individual spiral parts. This onlusion is supported by the fat that small (half-turn) parts
of the spirals yield angle domains that are wider and somewhat dierent from those derived
using the entire spiral.
As an example, Fig. 5 shows an image of the galaxy NGC 1300 with the traing points
superimposed, and Fig. 6 shows the results of applying the method to this galaxy. A list
of all galaxies whose orientation angles relative to the line-of-sight have been determined is
presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of our alulated values of PA (left plots) and i (right plots) with
those results of Garía-Gómez et al. (2004) using their BAG method (upper plots) and those
data from the HyperLeda atalog (lower plots). A 5◦ orridor is shown on both sides in all
plots.
6. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE IDEA
We propose to further develop this approah by adding an expansion of the image into
a Fourier series in angle. Note that a orret hoie of the orientation angles would make
the seond harmoni of the deprojeted image run exatly along the spiral arms. This would
enable us to rene the angles PA and i. It goes without saying that this proposed improved
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Fig. 4. Widths of the derived PA
MSA
(left) and i
MSA
(right) intervals as funtions of
i
MSA
(dots). Also shown are the alulated widths for logarithmi spirals with various p
values. We onsider the MSA method to be inappliable to galaxies with wide allowed angle
intervals, and it is this that gives rise to the absene of points in the upper and right parts
of the plots.
version of the method an work only for galaxies with symmetrial spirals. Automating this
method is a fairly ompliated task, but, in some speial ases, the angles required to meet
the riterion desribed an be hosen by hand.
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8. APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF FORMULAE
Here, we derive the formulas for the domains of possible orientation angles in the ase
of a logarithmi spiral.
8.1. Critial Inlination Angle
Let us now derive a formula for the ritial inlination angle i
r
, suh that, if tilted by
no more than this angle a logarithmi spiral remains monotoni. We use two oordinate
systems: polar oordinates r and ϕ in the plane of the sky and R and θ in the plane of the
galaxy. Let us now rotate the oordinate systems so that their x axes oinide with eah
other and with the position angles (Fig. 1).
We now onsider a logarithmi spiral in the galati plane:
θ = p lnR + θ0 or R = exp
(
θ − θ0
p
)
. (3)
The oordinates r and ϕ an be written in terms of R and θ:
r2 = R2(1− sin2 θ sin2 i), (4)
tanϕ = tan θ cos i. (5)
We now derive an equation for the projetion of the logarithmi spiral onto the plane of the
sky. We begin by using (5) to write sin2 θ as a funtion of the sky-plane oordinates:
sin2 θ =
tan2 ϕ
cos2 i+ tan2 ϕ
. (6)
We now substitute (3) and (6) into (4) to obtain after simple trigonometri manipulations
r2 =
1 + tan2 ϕ
1 + λ2 tan2 ϕ
exp
(
2
p
(arctan(λ tanϕ)− θ0)
)
, (7)
where we introdued the quantity λ = 1
cos i
.
Sine r > 0 by denition, the ondition that the spiral inrease monotonially, dr
dϕ
> 0,
needed to determine i
r
(or λ
r
) an be replaed by the ondition
d(r2)
dϕ
= 2r
dr
dϕ
> 0. (8)
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We now introdue the derivative we need to derive:
d(r2)
dϕ
=2
1 + tan2 ϕ
(1 + λ2
r
tan2 ϕ)2
{
tan2 ϕ
1
λ
r
p
+ tanϕ
(
1
λ2
r
− 1
)
+
1
λ
r
p
}
×
× exp
(
2
p
(arctan(λ
r
tanϕ)− θ0)
)
. (9)
This quantity is greater than zero for any ϕ if the disriminant of the quadrati equation
in urly braes (an equation in tanϕ) is negative:
D =
(
1
λ2
r
− 1
)2
− 4
λ2
r
p2
< 0 or (10)
p2λ4
r
− 2(2 + p2)λ2
r
+ p2 < 0. (11)
And we nally derive the ondition for monotony of the projeted, inlined logarithmi spiral:
1 +
2
p2
(1−
√
p2 + 1) < λ2
r
< 1 +
2
p2
(1 +
√
p2 + 1). (12)
By denition,
λ2
r
=
1
cos2 i
r
= 1 + tan2 i
r
> 1, (13)
whih means that the left-hand inequality in (12) is automatially satised for all λ
r
. Sine
0◦ 6 i
r
6 90◦ we obtain
0 6 tan i
r
<
√
2
(
1 +
√
p2 + 1
)
p
. (14)
Hene, the inlinations of the galati plane relative to the plane of the sky for whih the ob-
server will see the spiral as a monotoni funtion lie in the interval from 0 to arctan
r
2
“
1+
√
p2+1
”
p
.
8.2. Range of Inlination Angles
As for a fae-on spiral, in the ase of an arbitrarily inlined spiral, our method yields
a range of possible inlination angles in the viinity of the true value. To nd this domain,
let us onsider a spiral inlined at an angle i to the plane of the sky. We seek the range of
inlination angles i
MSA
suh that deprojetion yields a monotoni spiral. In addition to the
 12 
oordinate systems used above, we introdue another oordinate system (R˜, θ˜) in the plane
onto whih we deprojet the galaxy using the angle i
MSA
:
r2 = R˜2(1− sin2 θ˜ sin2 i
MSA
), (15)
tanϕ = tan θ˜ cos i
MSA
. (16)
We obtain, similarly to what we suggested in the preeding lause:
R˜2 =
1 + tan2 θ˜
1 + λ2 tan2 θ˜
exp
(
2
p
(arctan(λ tan θ˜)− θ0)
)
, (17)
where we have hanged λ: λ = cos iMSA
cos i
. In order for the deprojeted spiral to be monotoni,
it is neessary and suient that the derivative
d(R˜2)
dθ˜
not hange sign. Noting that (7) and
(17) are idential in form, we an immediately write the answer:√
1 +
2
p2
(1−
√
p2 + 1) <
cos i
MSA
cos i
<
√
1 +
2
p2
(1 +
√
p2 + 1). (18)
This is the nal formula for the desired range of inlination angles yielded by our method.
8.3. Range of Position Angles
To nd the range of position angles, we onsider the spiral deprojeted using the exat
inlination angle i and various position angles PA
MSA
= PA+∆PA.
Here, we introdue another supplementary oordinate system (R¯, θ¯) in the plane rotated
through the angles i and PA
MSA
. We align the x axis of this system along the assumed
position axis, i.e., we rotate it by an angle ∆PA relative to the x axis in the plane of the sky
(whih oinides with the diretion of the true position axis) about the line-of-sight. The
introdued oordinates an be related to the oordinates in the sky plane as follows:
r2 = R¯2(1− sin2 θ¯ sin2 i), (19)
tanϕ =
cos∆PA tan θ¯ + sin∆PA/ cos i
− sin∆PA tan θ¯ + cos∆PA/ cos i . (20)
We similarly derive
R¯2 = f(θ¯)R2 = f(θ¯) exp
(
2
p
(g(θ¯)− θ0)
)
, (21)
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where
f(θ¯) =
1 + tan2 θ¯
1 + tan2 θ¯ cos2 i+ sin2 i (tan θ¯ cos∆PA+ sin∆PA/ cos i)2
,
g(θ¯) = arctan
(
tan(ϕ(θ¯))
cos i
)
= arctan
(
1
cos i
tan θ¯ cos∆PA+ sin∆PA/ cos i
− tan θ¯ sin∆PA+ cos∆PA/ cos i
)
.
It an easily be shown that
dg(θ¯)
dθ¯
= f(θ¯);
it follows that
d(R2(θ¯))
dθ¯
=
2
p
f(θ¯)R2(θ¯). (22)
The derivative of f(θ¯) equals
df(θ¯)
dθ¯
=
2f 2(θ¯)
1 + tan2 θ¯
sin∆PA cos∆PA sin2 i
cos i
(
tan2 θ¯ + tan θ¯ tan∆PA
(
cos i+
1
cos i
)
− 1
)
.
As a result, we obtain
d(R¯2)
dθ¯
=
d(R2)
dθ¯
f(θ¯) +R2
df(θ¯)
dθ¯
=
R¯2
f(θ¯)
{
2
p
f 2(θ¯) +
df(θ¯)
dθ¯
}
. (23)
This last quantity is greater than zero if and only if the expression in urly braes is positive:
tan2 θ¯
(
cos i
p
+ sin2 i sin∆PA cos∆PA
)
+
+ tan θ¯ sin2 i sin2 ∆PA
(
cos i+
1
cos i
)
+
+
(
cos i
p
− sin2 i sin∆PA cos∆PA
)
> 0. (24)
The inequality (24) an be satised for any θ¯ value only if the disriminant of the quadrati
equation (in tan θ¯) is negative:
D = sin4 ∆PA sin4 i
(
cos i+
1
cos i
)2
+ 4
(
sin2 ∆PA cos2 ∆PA sin4 i− cos
2 i
p2
)
< 0
or
| sin∆PA| < cos i
sin2 i
√√√√2
(√
p2 + 1
p
− 1
)
. (25)
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Hene, we nd that, when applied to a logarithmi spiral with pith parameter p inlined
at an angle i, our method yields the range of position-angle values near the true value from
PA− arcsin
(
cos i
sin2 i
√
2
(√
p2+1
p
− 1
))
to PA+ arcsin
(
cos i
sin2 i
√
2
(√
p2+1
p
− 1
))
.
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Table 1: The omplete list of 43 galaxies whose PA and i have been determined using the
MSA method.
Galaxy PA ∆PA i ∆i
NGC 150 110 7 66 8
NGC 157 40 4 60 10
NGC 210 168 8 52 5
NGC 289 122 2 47 1
NGC 488 8 1 48 1
NGC 613 122 2 63 3
NGC 685 100 20 47 12
NGC 908 75 4 62 8
NGC 1042 75 20 32 5
NGC 1073 155 15 24 5
NGC 1084 39 2 64 5
NGC 1187 137 13 50 12
NGC 1241 116 12 53 9
NGC 1300 108 2 47 7
NGC 1350 17 4 55 10
NGC 1371 124 5 49 4
NGC 1617 112 4 63 8
NGC 1637 40 10 44 6
NGC 1792 142 4 62 3
NGC 1964 35 5 71 6
NGC 2090 16 3 64 2
NGC 2196 30 25 43 12
Galaxy PA ∆PA i ∆i
NGC 2280 152 3 67 2
NGC 2559 12 8 62 12
NGC 2964 98 10 65 12
NGC 3223 130 4 46 2
NGC 3261 70 10 37 3
NGC 3338 96 2 55 5
NGC 3423 58 20 32 7
NGC 3507 95 6 24 2
NGC 3511 73 8 73 7
NGC 3583 100 15 46 5
NGC 3596 175 14 32 6
NGC 3646 52 2 64 2
NGC 3675 183 4 71 4
NGC 3684 140 20 30 7
NGC 3686 20 15 50 5
NGC 3705 118 3 75 3
NGC 3726 10 7 50 7
NGC 3810 20 22 35 7
NGC 3877 32 5 73 4
NGC 3887 7 7 53 5
NGC 3893 158 4 52 4
 16 
Fig. 5. Appliation of the MSA method to the Southern arm of NGC 1300: the B image
with arm-traing rosses (one is white to make it easier to see).
PA
MSA
i M
S
A
PA
MSA
i M
S
A
Fig. 6. iPA diagrams obtained by applying the MSA method to NGC 1300. Left:
result obtained by applying the method to the Southern arm only. Right: result obtained
by applying the method to both the Northern and Southern arms. The blak domain shows
the intersetion of the gray domains obtained for the individual arms. It is lear that both
arms yield lose values for PA and i. The region of intersetion makes it possible to redue
the intervals of possible values.
